What is
‘research
.iversity?’
research.iversity is an interdisciplinary workspace, especially designed for the requirements
of scientists and researchers.
The platform supports and simplifies both individual and collaborative working.
Firstly, each researcher may create an own portfolio by adding his personal information, self description and curriculum vitae. Working papers, journal articles, and links can be posted in order to represent
and administrate ones own academic profile and interact with others.
Secondly, research.iversity provides specific tools in order to collaborate with fellow researchers. You may create or join a specific research
project, and in turn invite other researchers to join. On each project
level messages may be exchanged, data may be shared and administrated, and events, news, and appointments may be posted. In order
to spin oﬀ the general research project, smaller work groups may be
created – in order to promote conference proceedings or advance
publications with a limited number of co-authors, for example.
Each project as well as work group is guaranteed the highest amount
of privacy fulfilments. The administrators of each project and work
group may decide whether the group is public or password protected.
In password protected groups each member of the group can individually decide which of his data is addressed to a wider public or
destined for internal disposition, only. Anyhow, the settings can be
adjusted easily, so that documents and comments may be shared or
not.
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How to work with research.iversity?
Starting to work with research.iversity.de is very easy and
quick. The basic steps are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Register at http://research.iversity.de/
Create a profile with your personal information
Create or join a research project
Add topics and events by clicking ‘+Topics’ or ‘+Dates’ in each work
group
Add different kinds of contributions (links, reader entries, files,
discussions) to each topic or date.

Become a
meber of
the group

Add new
Topics/ Dates
Add/read
contributions by
klicking into table

For any further information and questions please do not
hesitate to contact us

iversity.de
Prinzessinnenstr. 19/20
10969 Berlin
Germany
em support@iversity.de
ph +49 30 57709338-0
fax +49 30 57709338-9

